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Abstract : Machine learning techniques have demonstrsted the most efficacy in training, learning, analyzing and modelling large 

structured and unstructured dataset.This autonomous healthcare robot navigates hallways and elevators around the clock, carrying 

medications,lab samples and other critical items.It also provides an automated door-to-door service which is composed of an area for 

the parcel they deliver,mounted on wheels,equipped with cameras and sensor,they are autonomus in their functioning.This ml based 

robot pushes the boundary on the level of intelligence and capability for many forms of autonomus and teleported machines.This 

paper employs on established rules of medical robot which is trained under various learning algorithms for the purpose to serve the 

people in need. 
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I. INTRODUCTION: 

 
The hostipal is an organization with a complex internal management system,therefore,it needs high accuracy and high precision in 

managing information,devices,materials or medica products including medical supplies,medical equipments and patients.In this paper 

we present the collabration of machine learning with robotics, in order to deploy a intelligent system in healthcare sector.It is a 

excellent tool that greatly improves the qulaity of service and provides autonomy to dependent people.This intelligent system can be 

adopted to robotic or motorized kinematic system for people with functional disablities allowing them to shower on their own by 

giving commands to the robots. The robot is equipped with a holder(plate) that allow the medicines to be delivered with an ease to the 

patients from a safe distance.This will result in making timely delivery of medicines for the patients and will also reduce the 

unneccessary contact with patients minimizing the risk for medical personnel.Indeed current differences in specific applications 

support designation of four distict categories of robots in healthcare delivery: 1)surgical,2)medical,3)service and 4)rehabilitative.The 

distinctions are relevant because robots designed to perform task in anyone of the four clinical ares would generally not be suitable for 

use in anyone of the others.This task automated robot primarily serve healthcare professional by completing routine logistical task and 

sending a report once a task has been completed. 

 

II. PROPOSED METHODOLOGY: 

 
Electronics aswell as hardware components are required to build this project.These compments with their specifications are 

summarized below: 

 

 Arduino Uno(r3) 

 Smart Phone 

 Batteries(9v) 

 Rasberry pi 4 

 Rasberry pi camera 

 Geared Motor and Wheels(200 rpm) 

 Motor Driver (L298 N) 

 Bluetooth module(HC-05) 
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2.1 Arduino uno: 

 

Arduino uno is a type of microcontroller prototyping board which works on the Atmega 328p ic and it works on 5v input on a clock 

frequency of 16mhz. 

 

2.2 Rasberry pi4: 

 

Rasberry pi 4 can be used for wide range application making rasberry pi into a retro arcade machine,using it as brain for a robot and 

can also be used for training the robot. 

 

2.3 Bluetooth module: 

 

Bluetooth module enable the data to get communicated wirelessly.The data is in the binary format which is transmitted by the 

smartphone using the application. 

 

III. NAVIGATION SYSTEM: 

 
To use the navigation system, an operator need to point a particular target on the map.Then,the robot will automatically process and 

create the shortest route to travell to that location.The application communicates with the robot to visualize,deduct and locate the 

position of the robot.Then,the system will send an exact position to the displayed on the interface program.The robot has the ability to 

determine its own position in its frame of reference and then to plan a path towards some goal location.The purpose of navigation is 

to navigate through cluttered environment in search for optimal path from the start position to target position. 
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IV. RESEARCH DIRECTTION: 

 
It can be implemented on medbot for more precise and faster delivery It can avoid most of the obstacle by implementing the same on 

the path.We can replace screen display with an informations on the containing the order items. The robot can be made to interact with 

the customer like saying “Thanks For Ordering” or any other pharses . This can be achieved by using AI concept and using different 

modules like bluetooth module etc . The robot can be provided with medicines and emergency surgical items also, so that it more 

efficient . codes can be added to allow the robot to follow rules and orders. Robot can be made even smarter by connecting it to 

internet using wifi module. This in turn helps the robot to connect through using cameras to display the monitor as faster and in a 

very effective way. The medbot is an advanced technology for an medical sector. 

4.1 ADVANTAGES: 

 

The medbot can perform delivery job with ease. Human labor is reduced and work efficiency is enhanced . prevents burglary of the 

delivery the medicines. More affordable and less expensive way for delivery. Fast  delivery is posible. Special equipments are 

not required. It using camera to display the monitor Easy to access. There is no need to provide the details/information of the 

person/company we are paying to or buying from. The camera on the robot scans the room number. This will identify the patients to 

deliver the items of the person. Safety is increased. Storing the details on the system can be tedious and vulnerable to scanners. This 

type of robot can implemented even more in the future , are intersting, easy and helps the patients the correct time. 

 

V. FLOW CHART: 

 

 

 
 

 

 

Fig.1 

After the medbot loaded 
the medicines to deliver 

to the patients room 

Medbot trained after 
always it travels on 

shortest path 

 
The medbot scan the 

room no and register 

the details 
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5.1 Flowchart of the Working of medbot: 

 

The process begun by loading medbot with the medicines; it is then controlled by the mobile phone by observing the feed from the 

camera and the distance sent b the distance sensor.After establishing and making all the connections,the robot is loaded with required 

stuff and is controlled from a safe distance.The feed from the camera on the bot is transmitted wirelessly to the application running on 

the smartphone.The application is built using open-source platform called android studio.The live feed from the camera is visible as 

soon as the internet protocol(ip) address of the camera from the bot is entered.The slider is used to control the speed of the bot.This 

application is also connected to the hospital's database in order to view the details and services provided to the patient.A holder is 

attached on the top of the bot so that the medicine can be placed in it,which will be delivered to the patients.The operator can see the 

realtime surrounding of the bot and control it effeciently as it is equipped with the required sensors.Once the medbot is deployed in the 

floors of hospital,it roams around the hospital completely and learns all the different path with the help of machine learning 

algorithm which is programmed.After the learning process,now the medbot chooses the optimal path(shotcut) to reach the destination 

quickly. 

 

VI. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

 
As it obvious that the robot does not require daily wage and can work for long period of time without sacrificing productivity, are 

easily disinfectable.As a result,medbot and other similar robots can be employed on every hospital floor or ward to reduce unwanted 

contct with isolated patients.Besides, additonal navigational maps are derived by various packages of ros applyed on 2d and 3d data 

obtained from sensory elements to increase the effeciency of the mapping,incuding the system that can avoid hurdles by itself.With 

the use of rechargable battries,the medbot can serve upto 12 hours a day and 2 hours of recharge time. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
VII. CONCLUSION 

 

Various health organizations throughout the world,according to microsoft,have produced many Artificial intelligence(AI) chatbots and 

medical robots.Similarly, robots like medbot will be able to serve patients, nurses and also the doctors.These Ai-assisted medical 

robots have exploded and analyst predict that this trend will continue in this future.Finally, technology like this will continue to benefit 

humanity.Medbot and similar robots can reduce infection rate amoung doctors and healthcare workers by a significant amount. 
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